
Top-level technology at the service of
women's sport
In 2021, BOMBIERI and Women For Sports (W4S) from Chile began working to-
gether on the development of a mobile application that allows female athletes 
to make their talent visible in order to enhance their careers.



Being a high performance athlete is not for everyone, it requires years of 
preparation, training and sacrifice. Very few are those who reach the goal 
and manage to adapt and become professionals.

Effort and dedication go hand in hand with the opportunities that arise to 
demonstrate talent. That is why W4S considered technology as a facilitating 
tool for women's sports to grow steadily.

So making talent visible and democratizing connections through 
technology is a synergy of exceptional characteristics.



Women For Sports (W4S) is of Chilean origin and during the month 
of March 2021 began working with the BOMBIERI team with the 
discovery and an interactive model to define the product. 
Beginning in June of that same year, the development of the mobile 
solution (Android – IOS) and its corresponding web control panel for 
administration and configuration began.

End-to-end
Registration of Athletes and Recruiters online

SCRUM
Functional software every 2 weeks

6 Month
to build MVP

45 days
delivery of the first prototype



The pertinent development demanded the permanent and constant work of 5 collaborators of the Argentine 
company added to 2 advisors, who worked on appropriate technologies (IONIC React, Prisma, Node.JS, 
GraphQL,), as well as the Integration with the content platform digital VIMEO and, in turn, using the benefits 
of the AWS cloud, within the framework of the partnership of which BOMBIERI forms part with AMAZON WEB 
SERVICES.

The studios that took part:

Custom Software 
DevelopmentUX/UI DesignProduct Discovery



“The application meets expectations and we feel very happy. Together with BOMBIERI we built the first 

version of our product with appropriate, modern and consistent technological tools.”

Rita Torres Inostroza.
CTO - Women For Sports

Responding to customer requirements, these 5 main characteristics stand out.

Innovative, modern and pleasant design.

Excellent functionality.

State-of-the-art technology.

Quality of service.

Scalability.




